Comment 1 - Questions 4-6: Laboratories may not be able to meet all of the requirements listed in ANSI C63.10. In this case, are exclusions permitted on the Scope of Accreditation?

Comment 2 - Question 17: We recommend including the required version of C63.5 that is to be used for proper antenna calibrations.

Comment 3 - Question 45: We request that this section be revised to state “Does the testing laboratory use external resources/sub-contractors”.

Comment 4 - Question 45: We request that “When using external resources/sub-contractors, do the test reports clearly identify the sub-contracted work and results?” be added to this question.

Comment 5 - Question 47: It appears that this section asks that “each laboratory personnel responsible for testing” demonstrate performing a measurement of an applicable device during the assessment. In some instances, several technicians are authorized to perform these measurements, and not each technician can be observed during a single assessment. We request that this section be revised to state “Has a relevant sampling of laboratory personnel responsible for testing been able to demonstrate performing a measurement of an applicable device?”

Respectfully,

Megan McConnell
Accreditation Officer II
A2LA